
Even orthodontists need a modern, 
user-friendly web presence.
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The Client

Newwave Orthodontics is an orthodontic clinic in Sunshine Coast led by Dr Peter 

Miles. In early 2014, Newwave Orthodontics had four sites—one targeted at adults, 

children, a main practice site, and one around his evidence-based orthodontics.



The old sites

Each of these sites, at the time, were an effective way of targeting specific audiences. Which also improved their search engine rankings; and saw an increase in business.

EVIDENCE-BASED CHILDREN’S ORTHODONTICS ADULT ORTHODONTICS MAIN PAGE

A new website: a new strategy

There was a time when a series of smaller sites linking back to a main site was a good sales and search engine marketing strategy. It allowed 

businesses to be more targeted towards any given niche.  However, around 2015 it became apparent this was no longer working as effectively. 

Rankings were falling which meant fewer leads were coming in.



It was time to modernise Newwave’s marketing.
This meant amalgamating  all the websites into one that would provide a seamless experience on all devices.

The new site

After years of these sites providing Newwave with success, it was time for a 
change. Between Google’s many and varied algorithm changes and mobile-

responsive based marketing; Newwave needed a new strategy—and an updated 
2017 responsive website.





Clear contact details 

and menu with a 

scrolling navigation.

Fun and easy to 

understand home 

page icons.

All images used are 

actual patients.



Meets Google’s 

recomended 

content amount for 

optimization.

Downloadable content starts 

the marketing automation 

process which helps to 

increase conversions.



High contrasting call-to-

actions and buttons to grab 

the users attention.

Clear social links and contact 

details at the bottom of 

every page.





Go beyond marketing. 

Let Five Star Clinics help you and your practice become truly extraordinary; truly Five Star.

CONTACT FIVE STAR CLINICS

https://fivestar.stagingsurfpacific.com/become-a-client/
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